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Russian electricity and gas imports stopped totally in spring 2022. 

These electricity imports accounted for about 10% of the power supply. At the 
same time, commissioning of the fifth nuclear reactor was delayed (now in full 

operation) and possibilities for import from other Nordic countries were lower than 
usual. There was a real risk for power cuts and action had to be taken.

Natural gas does not play a major role in the Finnish energy balance, but Russia has 
been the most important source of gas. The Baltic Connector opened in spring 2022 
and industries cut their gas consumption rapidly. There is also a new large floating 

gas terminal for LNG and it was connected to the gas transmission network in 
January. 



Will there be enough energy?

Now it is time to keep it cool.



Goals of the campaign

Short-term goal

To get over 95% of Finnish 
households to save energy and 
cut down on their consumption 
by 5% during peak hours.

Long-term goal

To permanently lower energy 
consumption and reduce 
electricity consumption peaks.

Motiva, the Ministry of Economic Affairs and Employment of Finland, the Ministry of the Environment, 
the Prime Minister’s Office, the Finnish Innovation Fund Sitra 



Campaign website

www.astettaalemmas.fi
Material will be produced for the campaign website throughout the autumn.

Saving tips in various categories

[detached house, apartment, housing association, educational institutions, municipalities, companies, transport]

Information on an energy-sustainable home through investments, renovations and maintenance

Partnership and campaign partners' energy actions

Over 880 partners including companies, municipalities, public sector organizations, associations 

and housing associations

Material | Partnership | Newsletter for partners | Campaign info



Energy saving – attitudes and actions
9/2022 → 12/2022



Campaign reach





Are you already involved?

More than 880 partners
The Down a Degree campaign is a platform that invites 

all Finnish households, businesses, organisations, 

municipalities, schools and educational institutions

to work together on energy actions.

Regional energy advisory services are helping 18 in regions to 

plan and implement energy projects.



Senaatti – Manager of the State Real Estates

- Started an energy saving campaign in October 2022
- Objective 50-75 GWh energy saving (annual energy consumption about 
1 TWh)
- Had already systematically implemented energy saving measures 
which made it difficult to quickly find new measures to take
- Measures taken: moderate temperature reductions (min 20.5 C), 
check-ups of building technology settings and proper functioning, 
demand-response to sift consumption away from peak hours, 
information dissemination to real estate managers and users, starting 
new long-term projects e.g. in further digitalization, use of solar energy 
(10 new PV systems per year) etc. 
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